STRICTLY SPEAKING

We have an all-star lineup for you this issue. Take the beautiful newcomer Zoey. She reveals her favorite things are hard spankings and control. Control you say? BOOM! Wow, that chastity belt does fit so perfectly.

Boy/girl is back with Ken Marcus’ set of the gorgeous Gigi and Cody. So submissive and hungry for sex, she will do just about anything to get it.

And then there’s Elsa, so lovely a fawn we have not seen in a while. But don’t let her outward innocence deceive; she is quite the little vixen, as you will see.

Please write and let us know your thoughts, dark secrets and desires.

—Cynthia Patterson, Creative Director
TABOO SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW AVAILABLE!
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When did you start fetish modeling and under what circumstances?
This is actually my first fetish shoot. I am really excited by it because I like exploring my kinky side and I have not been able to do that professionally. I started doing vanilla porn first.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
I love being tied up. It makes me feel helpless. Of course I have to trust the person to allow them to do that. Trust is the most important thing. But, what I really love the most is piss...anything to do with piss.

Wow, that's advanced. Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
Both! One time I really had to pee while I was getting fucked. I am kind of a people pleaser and did not want to interrupt the fucking, but I couldn't hold it anymore. I was on top, so I just pissed all over him. He was totally shocked, but I loved it.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
TABOO is a great magazine; I love looking at it. I've always wanted to model for TABOO, simply because I'm jealous of all the models who have done it. Now I can say I have too!

Have you ever been spanked?
I love being spanked...I have been told I have such a perfectly round little ass that just begs to be spanked. I like it rough, but it has to be the right person. Not everyone is good at spanking.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
The weirdest thing was I let someone pee in my vagina.

Was it a guy or a girl?
It was a guy. He put my legs over my head and told me to relax and open my pussy hole. He started pissing and kept going even after I was all filled up. He finished and peed all over my body. I felt completely overpowered by him. That was super hot!

What do you think about anal?
Anal on me isn't my favorite; it might change later in life. But I love the thought of pegging someone else in the ass.

So you might have some dominant tendencies?
Yes. I like to try everything. Sometimes I feel very submissive, I want the other person to take charge. Other times, I want to control the situation, like when I pissed on the guy fucking me.

Are you more interested in the art of fetish modeling or the sex of fetish porn or both?
I love how crazy fetish modeling is; it's almost like playing a different person for me. Role-playing just so happens to turn me on.

Are you in a fetish lifestyle partnership? Would you like to be in one?
As of right now I am not. But I would love to be in one.
Dear TABOO,
The more extreme the better, go for it!!

Jillian’s Sweet Spot is a real turn-on...and Iggy! I would love to tongue that open bottom!
The April 2016 issue, this is by far one of the best issues ever. Love the open asses and fem-domme ideas. Would like to see more anal and open asses and ass eating.

TABOO is truly amazing!
—Harry P, Atlanta, GA

Dear Harry,
Thank you for your enthusiasm! Yes, Jillian is truly a scrumptious anal beauty, and we can always count on Lightworship to get in there and spread those ass cheeks that he so adeptly spanks.
Dear TABOO Editor,
The following are a few items I’d like to see addressed in your publication.

My main peeve is hard body hits with paddles, canes and crops. The way they are and have recently been portrayed is unreal in fact. Such a real hit would cause serious damage. I know that airbrushing can produce gigantic ripples in butt and flank tissue, but the camera catching such detail in that thousandth of a second without a “blur” of impact doesn’t work for my mind’s eye.

During serious settings and the person in distress, not knowing what is going to happen to them after being caught and prepared for punishment, etc. Perhaps he or she should look at the tormentor and not the camera in all or most shots. And show some more anguish in facial expressions when contemplating the next step in her humiliation, ordeal, etc. Only in the final scene should she (or he) show sadness or disdain in the previous ordeal. A tear or two during the session wouldn’t be that bad.

I close with sincerity, hoping you just might open the archive vaults and reissue some of the late-‘80s and early-‘90s venues again; it would be a welcome sight and memory rebooster. Thanks.

—Anonymous Viewer

Dear Anonymous,
Thank you for taking the time to write in to voice your concerns.

Let me start with your main peeve, the “unreal” impact by canes, paddles and crops.

Photos appearing in TABOO are NOT airbrushed, altered or photoshopped to show impact. Such a process would be extremely time consuming, costly and would look too fake above all else. It is one thing to take out a few blemishes here and there, but quite another to create fake ripples, flattened out skin and other physiological morphs.

Most TABOO photographers use studio strobe lighting. Strobes produce an extremely bright burst of light, easily capable of freezing the movement of the subject while maintaining sharpness in a photograph. For instance, in the pissing photo above left, notice the droplets and splashes of piss on the floor. Obviously, the human eye cannot see that. (Compare this photo with another photo in this issue, on page 35, that is NOT shot with a strobe.)

The photo above right shows the model being caned. Her soft tissue gives under the pressure of the rigid cane, creating an indentation and outward wave of ass flesh. The strobe enables the camera to capture and freeze that motion. In fact, strobe shows that she really IS being caned as opposed to the action being faked as you suggest. Also, and most importantly, the impact of the cane may sting, but does not cause “serious damage” in this case, as you conjecture. However, a cane certainly can cause damage in the hands of wreckless, untrained people.

As for facial expressions, eye contact or not, crying, and humiliation, TABOO depicts all of these things on a regular basis. There are many varied opinions in our readership and we listen to them all. We have requests that the model look into the camera, beg with their eyes and plead to the viewer.

As for your request to reissue photos from the ‘80s and early ‘90s, TABOO’s first issue was July 1997, so there are no archives dating before that time.
When did you start fetish modeling and under what circumstances?
I started modeling at the end of June. I find the adult industry really interesting and varied. Fetish modeling is new for me.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
Muscles and masturbation.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
I like magazine work, and bondage is something I want to do more of, so what is better than TABOO?

Have you ever been spanked?
Oh yes ;) It is one of my guilty pleasures. I really like it, especially before sex.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
I once had sex on a school bus on the way home from school. I did a scene with James Deen that was really wild and rough! He is really dominant and knows what to do. I just immediately gave in to anything he wanted.

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on someone?
No, I have not tried pissing on camera. It doesn’t appeal to me.

What do you think about anal sex?
I am an anal virgin. My asshole is really small. Someone tried to put their finger up there during sex and I made them stop. I was embarrassed by that. I think it is kind of dirty.

Are you more interested in the art of fetish modeling or the sex of fetish porn or both?
Both!!! Fetish art can be really beautiful and more interesting. I like to experiment, so fetish is a natural thing for me to try. I am really excited to see how this turns out.

Are you more submissive or dominant?
I want to be more submissive because I like being dominated, especially by older men and authority figures. I used to fantasize about my teachers.

What was your favorite part of shooting for TABOO?
I loved the belts and being in tight bondage. It made me feel vulnerable. I couldn’t pose like I normally do. I felt like it was a more real experience. Having the photos done while in bondage was amazing ;) Thank you!
FETISH FACTORY FUN
Photos by Gerry Koehler

Our friends at the Fetish Factory celebrated their 20th anniversary bringing fetish glam to South Florida. This is the funnest party in the U.S., if not the world. Fetish Factory takes over several area hotels for this four-day shindig, with fetishists everywhere, in the halls, the pool, the restaurants and bars, in full gear. This is the place to live it 24/7 with thousands of your friends. Don’t miss this party; it should be on everyone’s bucket list for 2016. Check Fetish Factory online for details.
URINATION NATION
PHOTOS BY CHAS RAY KRIDER

“I must have laid hogtied on that floor for two hours while he fed me drinks. I asked, then begged, to get up to pee, but I was ignored. The girdle I was wearing was so tight, pressing on my full bladder. I squeezed as hard as I could on my sphincters. Finally he untied me. “Strip,” he demanded. I pulled off the girdle and a little piss leaked out. I could not stop it. I squatted down and let go. A flood of hot piss shot out of me. It felt so amazing.”

—Marcy
“Please spank me hard and fuck me deep”

XOXOXO

Zoey
Did you enjoy shooting for TABOO?
Yes, it was a lot of fun. A lot of new experiences for me.

Have you done fetish modeling before?
I’ve never done a bondage scene before. I have a little experience with it in my personal life.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your private life?
I really like being handcuffed and being spanked. I love to be spanked hard.

What was your favorite part of the shoot today?
I did like the spanking a lot, but I also really liked having the cuffs on my wrists and then being hoisted to the ceiling. That was new and exciting. I think I really like bondage; I especially like giving up control, having someone control my body. That is sexy.

What appealed to you about doing a TABOO shoot?
I just wanted to try something new, do some bondage on camera. I thought that would be fun, and it was!

What did the chastity belt feel like?
It was kind of tight, but I liked it! I think it’s hot! I like the idea of being controlled, not being able to touch myself.

Could you imagine being in that for a couple of days or maybe a month?
A month is a really long time...

Have you ever been pissed on or pissed on somebody else?
No, I’ve never pissed on anyone or been pissed on. But, for one scene, I pissed in a trash can in secret and then I got caught. It was a good experience. I liked the scene.

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
I’ve been tied to the headboard a few times. I don’t have a flogger, but I have a tassel that acts as a flogger. I like to use the stuff that’s not so typical to use for bondage, like a guy’s tie or something like that.

Who do you do this with? Do you have a boyfriend?
Yes, I do have a boyfriend. We definitely do some bondage, try out new things.

What do you think about anal sex? Even though we didn’t do any of that today, we did notice that you’ve got a great butt!
Thank you. I just started practicing anal sex with my boyfriend, and he’s really good at it. We do it quite often, actually, but I’m still practicing and getting better at it.

Are you more submissive or dominant?
I’m submissive with men, but I can be a lot more dominant with girls. I tend to be more submissive most of the time.

So, you have done girl/girl scenes before?
Oh yes!

What did you like about the girl/girl scenes that you’ve done?
I really like that I’m in control, and I love it when they look at me. I can see the pleading in their eyes. It’s kind of sexy.

Do you have anything you’d like to tell the TABOO readers?
I’m from Texas…a sweet little Southern girl that likes to get a little freaky sometimes. LOL!
JENNA SATIVA

twitter: @jennasativa
instagram: @jennasativa

When did you start fetish modeling and under what circumstances?
I started fetish modeling when I came to Los Angeles last year. I did fetishes ranging from balloon popping to erotic lactation. I love dressing up, role-playing and fulfilling mysterious erotic fantasies.

What fetishes do you like? What do you fetishize in your life?
I love cute, soft and clean feet. I love massaging them and kissing and sucking on them.

Why did you want to shoot for TABOO?
I love shooting kinky, erotic fantasies! They are so hot and fun to shoot, and TABOO shoots extremely sexy women in freaky sets that makes anyone who sees feel a certain way. I am so excited for the opportunity to create kinky art that is not afraid to be explicit at the same time!

Have you ever been spanked?
Yes, I LOVE being hand spanked and also love spanking others. I like a slow warm-up that leads to an intense spanking. It gets me so turned on!

What is the wildest thing you have ever done, on or off set?
The wildest thing I’ve done on set is masturbate at a villa in Puerto Vallarta while a bunch of tourists on jet skis and boats came up to watch! It was crazy and lots of fun! I am so excited to watch the scene when it comes out.

What do you think about anal?
I love ass and anal play. I love licking and playing with cute buttholes and making a girl come while finger fucking her ass or using a pretty glass toy.

Are you more interested in the art of fetish modeling or the sex of fetish porn or both?
I love both. Fetish modeling gets me really turned on, and fetish porn is that much more sexy. They go hand in hand, the cherry on top!

Is there anything else you would like TABOO readers to know about you?
I would like to thank every TABOO reader for being amazing and for your support! I love that we have the open heart to embrace our curious minds and experience these thrilling moments together! I love reading all your comments online, so please make sure to tag me @JennaSativa.

Are you in a fetish lifestyle partnership? Would you like to be in one?
I am not in a fetish relationship, but I am definitely open to it with the right person.
Cassidy Banks finds herself in a real bind in the basement of an old factory building. Dressed in nothing but a tight leather harness, the buxom brunette is put through many paces in the hands of Lightworship.

Fetish revelers of all kinds head north to Canada for the annual Montreal Fetish Weekend lensed by our man on the scene Gerry Koehler.

Is fem-domme your kind of kink?

The beautiful femme fatale Veruca James stops by to give us some insight into what gets her juices flowing.

Bondage, sweet submissives and, of course, piddlers abound right here. See you real soon.
1-800 SHE-MALE

HOT CHICKS with DICKS wanna TALK 2 U, SEXY! ;)

I KNOW UR CURIOUS!

CALL NOW!

1-800-SHE-MALE